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Abstract
In this paper, we present an algorithm that performs simplification of large geographical maps through a novel
use of graphics hardware. Given a map as a collection of non-intersecting chains and a tolerance parameter for
each chain, we produce a simplified map that resembles the original map, satisfying the condition that the distance
between each point on the simplified chain and the original chain is within the given tolerance parameter, and that
no two chains intersect.
In conjunction with this, we also present an out-of-core system for interactive visualization of these maps.
We represent the maps hierarchically and employ different pruning strategies to accelerate the rendering. Our
algorithm uses a parallel approach to do rendering as well as fetching data from the disk in a synchronous manner.
We have applied our algorithm to a gigabyte sized map dataset. The memory overhead of our algorithm (the
amount of main memory it requires) is output sensitive and is typically tens of megabytes, much smaller than the
actual data size.
1 Introduction
Cartographic Map Generalizationis “the process of deriving from a detailed source spatial database a map or
database the contents and complexity of which are reduced, while retaining the major semantic and structural char-
acteristics of the source data appropriate to a required purpose” [37]. The process of generalization can be decom-
posed into various subtasks calledoperators. Examples of operators includes lection/elimination, simplification,
smoothingetc. Each operator contributes to visual clarity and efficiency at various levels of detail. We concern
ourselves with the simplification operator in this paper.
Line simplification is a very important generalization operator, since a majority of the map features are represented
as lines, or polygons composed of lines. Simplification reduces the amount of line detail, and thus contributes to
a faster visualization. Furthermore, the maps created by modern imaging techniques are seldom optimized for
rendering efficiency, and can usually be replaced with far fewer primitives (vertices and chains) without any loss in
visual fidelity. In order to further improve the rendering speed and quality, it is desirable to compute several versions
of these maps. More detailed versions can be used when the object is very close to the viewer, and are replaced
with coarser representations as the object recedes. Often, it is desirable to adapt the level of refinement in different
areas depending on the viewing parameters, yielding a ‘dynamic level-of-detail’ simplification strategy. Finally, the
simplification algorithm can bestaticor dynamicdepending on whether it is performed as a preprocessing step or as
part of the rendering loop.
In this paper, we focus on the problem ofmap simplification. Given a map represented as a planar subdivision
(arrangement of polylines), we wish to compute a simplified representation at varying levels of detail (depending on
the current view point) in such a way that the shape features (the essential geometric and topological characteristics)
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of the region are preserved. In order to achieve real-time performance, we implement key steps of our simplification
algorithm using modern graphics hardware. Apart from significant performance gains, the use of hardware also
allows us to handle the issues of data scalability and robustness much better than traditional geometric techniques.
In many instances, the maps that one might wish to render are very large; typical map data from the TIGER
database [5] can exceed 1 GB, and the maps can have hundreds of millions of vertices. Such large maps cannot be
stored completely in main memory at all times, and thus it is hard to render such maps interactively. We present an
out-of-coremap simplification and rendering system that, depending on the current viewpoint, only loads into main
memory an appropriate portion of the map at an appropriate level of detail, thus allowing much higher frame rates
than would be possible with unsimplified maps.
1.1 A Hybrid Vector/Raster-based Approach
Traditional methods of map generalization can be classified as eithervectoror raster-basedmethods. These refer to
the way map data is represented: either as a collection of polygonal chains (or vectors), or in terms of a subdivided
domain where each atomic element (apixel) has quantitative information related to the map. Most (if not all) map
simplification methods, going as far back as the Douglas-Peucker [9] line simplification method, employ the vector
representation of data, and all of the work in computational geometry (see Section 3.2) does the same.
In our work, although our basic map representation is in the form of vector data, we employ transformations in
and out of a raster-based representation (specifically, a representation in terms of pixels of a graphics buffer). The
purpose of this is to take advantage of the tremendous improvements in speed achievable by modern-day graphics
hardware. Especially in the context of interactive map simplification and visualization, such an approach, combined
with the out-of-core methods we describe below, allows us to achieve real-time interactivity, which prior systems
were unable to achieve.
The disadvantage of raster-based methods for map generalization is the inherent loss of geometry. An image-
based representation of maps destroys topological information e.g. the exact representation of boundaries between
regions. We minimize this by maintaining (simultaneously) both the vector and raster representations of a map.
Using the underlying graphics engine, we compute key information needed to simplify the map, and then modify
our vector data accordingly.
Novel features of our approach are:
Quality of simplification: Our algorithm guarantees that any two chains in the original map will not intersect in
the simplified map. Unfortunately, our methods cannot prevent the boundary of a region from intersecting itself. We
discuss ways of addressing this problem in Section 8.
Metric independence: In order to define the notion of shape preservation, any simplification algorithm must
assume that the object to be simplified is embedded in a distance space. Our algorithm runs independently of the
choice of distance function. This is important because notions of shape preservation can change depending on the
application.
Constrained simplification: We can incorporatepoint constraintsin addition to geometric and topological con-
straints. Consider, for example, we are given a map of the United States with cities marked as vertices inside the
map. It is desirable that if we generate simplifications of this map, cities do not change states. This condition is
equivalent to preservingsidednessof chains with respect to these vertices.
Out-of-core simplification: As discussed earlier, many maps are much too large to maintain wholly in main
memory. We present an out-of-core simplification scheme that enables us to retrieve from disk only those parts of
a map (appropriately simplified) that the user viewpoint dictates. Our prefetching strategy allows this to happen in
parallel with the rendering phase, thus providing a seamless interactive experience.
Dynamic automated level-of-details:Our system allows the user to zoom in and out of regions of the map, with
detail becoming more or less visible accordingly. Additionally, the system allows the user to view different regions
of the map at different levels of detail. This provides the user with a great degree of control over the nature of the
simplification; certain regions that are viewed as more important can be maintained at higher levels of detail than
other, less important regions.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines our problem, related work is surveyed in Section 3.
We briefly describe the overview of our approach in Section 4 and present a brief description of the graphics hardware
in Section 4.1. The details of our simplification algorithm are given in Section 5. In Section 5.5 we present our
method for dealing with point constraints. Section 6 presents our out-of-core simplification system. Performance
results are presented in Section 7 and we present conclusions and future directions in Section 8.
2 Problem Definition
In this section, we define the problem of map simplification. The basic unit of a map is achain. A chainC =
{v1, v2, . . . , vm} of size size(C) = m is a polygonal path, with adjacent vertices in the sequence joined by straight
line segments (see Fig. 1). Ashortcut segmentfor the chainC is a line segment between any two verticesvi andvj ,
i 6= j, of C. Let d(·, ·) denote a metric on points in the plane. The results in this paper are independent of the metric,
and therefored(·, ·) could denote any metric. The distanced(vi, vjvk) between a pointvi and a segmentvjvk is
defined as the distance fromvi to the (infinite) line supportingvjvk.




Let C′ = {v1 = vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjm′ = vm} be a chain whose vertices form a subsequence of the sequence of




A chain isself-intersectingif any two of its line segments intersect. Theendpointvertices of the chainC, vertices
v1 andvk, are called thestart andendvertices respectively. We assume in this paper that all chains are non self-
intersecting. Two chainsintersectif they share any vertex other than their endpoints, or if any pair of line segments











Figure 1: A single chainC = {v1, . . . , v9} of size 9.
A mapM is a set ofnon-intersectingchains. Thesizeof a map is the sum of the sizes of its chains. The objective
of map simplification is to take a mapM = {C1, C2, . . . , Cn} and a tolerance vector array{ε1, ε2, . . . , εn} as input,
and compute a mapM′ = {C′1, C′2, . . . , C′n} such that
1. For eachi, the vertices ofC′i are a subsequence of the vertices ofCi (andC′i, Ci share endpoints).
2. For eachi, d(C′i, Ci) ≤ εi.
3. For all1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, the chainsC′i andC′j do not intersect.
4. The size ofM′ is minimum over allM′ satisfying conditions 1,2 and 3.
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If a chainC′i = {v1 = vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjm′ = vm} satisfies conditions (1) and (2) above, we say that it is avalid
simplificationof Ci. See Fig. 2 for one valid simplification of the chain shown in Fig. 1. Note that condition (1)
above implies that the line segments(vj1 , vj2), (vj2 , vj3), . . . , (vjm′−1 , vjm′ ) are shortcut segments of the chainCi.












Figure 2: A simplified chainC′ = {v1, v2, v4, v5, v6, v8, v9} (solid line) of input chainC (dashed line), with
size(C′) = 7, andd(C′, C) ≤ ε.
Similarly, if all the chains inM′ are valid simplifications of their corresponding chains inM and they satisfy
condition (3) above, then we say thatM′ is avalid simplificationof M.
The distance functiond(·, ·) expresses the similarity between maps. Intuitively, we wish to simplify the map as far
as possible (expressed by the minimization constraint) while preserving the quality of the rendering (expressed by the
distance constraint). It is important to note that there are two separate components of this similarity: geometry and
topology. The topological constraint is expressed in the condition that the output set of chains is non-intersecting,
and that each output chain has a corresponding input chain. The geometric constraint is expressed by the distance
functiond(·, ·). Most approaches for map simplification attempt to preserve one or the other; a simultaneous preser-
vation of both constraints is hard.
3 Previous Work
We briefly survey previous work in the domain of map simplification. All the methods discussed here address the
problem in its static formulation; to the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work that attempts to solve this
problem interactively.
3.1 Cartography
There are many different line simplification methods: the reader is referred to the papers by McMaster [29, 30] for
a detailed classification. In general, line simplification methods have differed in whether they are local in nature
(examining local geometric properties of a chain to simplify it) or global.
One of the first and most effective methods for line simplification is the algorithm proposed by Douglas and
Peucker [9] in 1973. This algorithm is very efficient, and it was observed by researchers [38, 28] that the simplifica-
tions produced by this method tended to conform to the subjective solutions produced by domain experts. A straight-
forward implementation of the algorithm runs in timeO(k2) for a chain of sizek; Hershberger and Snoeyink [19]
show how to improve this toO(k log k).
Although the algorithm is simple and efficient, it can be applied only to single chains, and it is easy to see that
when applied on an entire map (by applying it successively on individual chains), the resulting map is likely to have
intersections. One solution to this problem, proposed by Estkowski [12], is to run the Douglas-Peucker algorithm
first and then use a local improvement technique to eliminate intersections.
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3.2 Computational Geometry
Map simplification (and line simplification) has been studied extensively by computational geometers [20, 8, 6, 17,
4]; Estkowski [11] has shown that map simplification is NP-hard. Moreover, Estkowski and Mitchell [12] have also
shown that it is hard to obtain a solution to this problem that approximates the optimal answer to within a polynomial
factor. For chain simplification, the best known method [6] obtains the optimal simplification in timeO(k2), where
k is the size of the original chain. However, none of the methods for chain simplification guarantee that the output
chain will not intersect itself; ensuring that self-intersections do not happen (while preserving optimality) is an open
problem and is suspected to be hard.
There are very few implementations of any of the above map simplification algorithms. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there exists only one implementation (of the algorithm proposed by Estkowski [12]). This algorithm uses a
local improvement heuristic to remove intersections. The timing results published in that paper indicate that on a
typical map of size 100,000-200,000 it takes around 10-30 seconds on the machine we use for our experiments.
A variant of the above problem allows the introduction of new vertices that are not in the original chain (the so-
calledSteinervariant). This problem is also known to be NP-hard [17]; no non-trivial approximation algorithm is
known for this variant.
3.3 Other Related Methods
There has been very little work in the graphics community regarding the problem of map simplification. However,
the problem of polygonal mesh simplification [35, 33, 23, 22, 7, 13, 26, 32] has been studied extensively. We point
the reader to the survey by Garland and Heckbert [13] for further details.
There have been some studies of exploiting the power of graphics hardware to implement geometric algorithms.
Rossignacet al. [34] and Goldfeatheret al. [14] use hardware to perform real-time constructive solid geometry.
Greeneet al. [15] have used the “Z query” feature of some specialized graphics hardware to implement their hier-
archical Z-buffering algorithm. Krishnanet al. [24] use hardware to compute and visualize the depth contours of a
point set, and Agarwalet al. [3] solve a number of geometric optimization problems in hardware. Hoffet al. [21]
use the Z-buffering capabilities to compute Voronoi diagrams of dynamic primitives in real-time. We have used this
technique in our system to perform our simplification.
A recent example of the use of hardware-assisted methods in the GIS community is the work by Guesgenet
al. [16] to perform buffering operations on fuzzy maps for overlay operations.
4 Overview of Our Method
In this section, we briefly discuss the algorithmic concepts underlying the simplification algorithm. The basic ap-
proach is to start with some initial set of segments, throw away the ones that are “unsuitable” and build our simplifi-
cation from the remaining segments.
As observed in Section 2, we need only consider shortcut segments from chains as possible line segments in a
valid simplification. Thus, the problem is to determine which shortcut segments can appear in valid simplifications.
There are many ways to build an initial set of shortcut segments. For a chain of sizem, th re areO(m2) possible
shortcut segments one could start with1. Once we have an initial set of candidate shortcut segments, we need to cull
out invalid segments. For a shortcut segment to be valid, it must satisfy both geometric and topological conditions.
All vertices onC that lie between the endpoints of a shortcut segment that might be present in a valid simplification
of a chainC must be within distanceε of it. More precisely, a shortcut segmentvjvk is said to beproximateif
∆(vjvk) ≤ ε.
For shortcut segmentss for chainCi and s′ for chainCj , we ensure thats and s′ do not intersect. This will
enable us to simplify chains independently of each other. Consider the Voronoi diagram of the set of chains in the
1For large maps this quadratic size can be prohibitive, and we can use a heuristic to choose a small set of “good” shortcut segments. We
discuss this in Section 6.
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Figure 3: Voronoi regions of two chains that par-
tition the plane.
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Figure 4:ε-Voronoi regions.
input map. Since Voronoi regions of non-intersecting chains partition the plane, two different shortcut segments
lying inside their respective Voronoi regions cannot intersect. Thus, by requiring that shortcut segments must lie
completely inside the Voronoi regions of their respective chains, we ensure that the desired condition is met. We
call these regions thecompliantregions. Shortcut segments lying inside their compliant regions are referred to as
compliant shortcut segments. Fig. 3 shows the compliant regions of a map.
Now consider the region consisting of all points within distanceε of C i.e. the regionC ⊕ Bε, where⊕, the
standard Minkowski sum, is defined asA ⊕ B = {a + b|a ∈ A, b ∈ B}, andBε is a ball of radiusε. Fig. 5
illustrates this region for a single chain. Any shortcut segment which does not lie completely inside this region is
not proximate, though the converse does not hold, as illustrated by Fig. 5. We exploit this fact as following: instead
of using the Voronoi diagram to define compliant shortcut segments, we use theε-Voronoi diagram instead. The
ε-Voronoi diagram is a Voronoi diagram with respect to the distance measure
dε(p, q) =
{
d(p, q) d(p, q) ≤ ε
∞ otherwise (4.1)
An example ofε-Voronoi diagram of two chains is shown in Fig. 4. The advantage of usingε-Voronoi regions
is that they are subsets of the corresponding Voronoi region. Also, the nonproximate shortcut segments that do not









Figure 5: An example of a non-proximate segmentv1v6 (dashed) completely inside the regionC ⊕Bε.
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4.1 The Graphics Rendering System
Modern graphics rendering systems are based on a pipeline architecture. In the first stage of this pipeline, the user
gives the geometric primitives to be “drawn” to the evaluator. The basic primitive is a vertex, which consists ofx,
y, andz coordinates. Other primitives are lines, triangles, polygons and so forth. These primitives have various
attributes such as texture, lighting etc. The second stage, per-vertex operations, performs various operations such as
lighting, clipping, projection and viewport mapping on the input primitives. The third stage rasterizes the primitives,
i.e. produces pixels from the geometric primitives which the graphics system will be able to draw. The fourth stage
is per-pixel operations, such as blending and z-buffering. Finally, the pixels that pass the per-pixel operations of the
previous stage are drawn, orrendered, in the frame buffers.
4.1.1 Frame Buffers
The frame buffer is a collection of several hardware buffers. Each buffer is a uniform two dimensional grid, com-
posed of cells (one for each pixel). Let the number of pixels in each row and column beW andH respectively.
Each pixel in a buffer is allocated a certain number of bits for data storage; thus the total memory in the frame buffer
(the amount that is typically specified when advertising chips) is the product ofWH, the number of buffers, and the
number of bits per buffer. Three buffers that we make use of are:
Color Buffer. The color buffer contains the pixels that are seen on the display screen. It containRGB color
information and also contains information relating to the transparency of pixels, (also called theα value). Before a
pixel is converted and rendered to a particular cell in the color buffer, it has to undergo various per-pixel operations.
If it passes all the operations, it is rendered with the appropriate color. The color buffer typically allocates 8 bits per
color per pixel2.
Stencil Buffer. This buffer is used for per-pixel operations on a pixel before it is finally rendered in the color
buffer. As the name suggests, it is used to restrict drawing to certain portions of the screen. We explain this in the
next section. The stencil buffer typically allocates8 bits/pixel.
Depth Buffer. The depth buffer stores the depth value for each pixel. Depth is usually measured in terms of
distance to the eye, so pixels with larger depth-buffer value are (usually) overwritten by pixels with smaller values.
More general operations can also be performed on the depth buffer, as described in the next section. The depth buffer
typically allocates24 bits/pixel.
The various buffers can be thought of as internal registers of the graphics engine. Operations are performed on
the pixels in these buffers and the results are also stored in the buffers.
5 Details of the Algorithm
We now describe in detail our algorithm for map simplification. The input to the simplification algorithm is a map
M = {C1, . . . , Cn} consisting ofn non-intersecting chains. A set of tolerance parameters,E = {ε1, . . . , εn} is also
given, where the chainCi has to be simplified with tolerance parameterεi. An example set of chains is shown in
Fig. 6. We will use this example to illustrate the working of our algorithm at each step.
5.1 Step 1: Computing the ε-Voronoi Diagram
The first step in the algorithm is to compute theε-Voronoi diagram of the set of chains, which is merely the Voronoi
diagram of the chains with respect to the distance functiondε defined in Equation (4.1). Note that for each chain, a
different value ofε is used.
To do this, we make use of the hardware-based method for computing Voronoi diagrams as described by Hoffet
al. [21]. Consider a setP of n points in<2. Let cone(p) denote the45◦-cone extending upwards in the z-direction
from p ∈ P . This cone can be described as cone(p) = {(x, y, z) | (x − px) + (y − py)2 = z2, p = (px, py)}. A






















Figure 6: Input chains (non-intersecting) to demonstrate our algorithm.
standard result in computational geometry [10] states that thelow r envelopeof {cone(p)|p ∈ P} is the Voronoi
diagram ofP .
Hoff et al. make use of this idea in their work. For each pointp ∈ P , they construct an approximate cone
comprising a fan of isoceles triangles. The number of triangles (and the apex angle of the triangle) are chosen in
order to ensure that the error incurred (in approximating a cone by a set of triangles) is at most one pixel. Each such
collection of triangles is assigned a unique color. When all the triangles are now rendered, they use the depth buffer
to compute the depth at each pixel with respect to a viewpoint atz = −∞. The depth buffer thus contains the lowest
points in the arrangement of cones and hence the lower envelope. Since all cones are drawn in different colors, the
color buffer contains a rendering of the Voronoi regions for the points. Furthermore, by using appropriate shapes,
this idea can be extended to polygonal chains such as the ones in maps.
We modify their algorithm for computing the Voronoi diagram as follows: Instead of computing the Voronoi
diagram in the color buffer, we will compute it in thestencil buffer, i.e. after the Voronoi diagram is computed,
the stencil buffer gives the Voronoi diagram for the chains, where the region in the stencil buffer with valuei is th
Voronoi region for the chainCi. The stencil buffer can have values only up to 256. However, the technique works as
long as the map is 256 colorable. In our system, we use simple heuristics to color the chains; it is conceivable that
one might use an algorithm with formal guarantees [18] for most data sets. Further, by drawing the cones only to
heightε, we obtain theε-Voronoi diagram.
See Fig. 7 for an example of the stencil buffer state with the corresponding Voronoi diagram in the color buffer
after this phase is finished, and Fig. 8 for theε-Voronoi diagram of our three chains.
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Figure 7: Stencil region with corresponding color buffer.
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Algorithm 5.1 Remove NonCompliant Segments(Input MapM)
Input: A MapM = {C1, . . . , Cm}.
Output: The set ofcompliant shortcut segmentsS = {S1, . . . ,Sm}.
S ← all shortcut segments inM
repeat
for ChainCi ∈M do
glStencilFunc( GLFAIL, GL FAIL, GL PASS )
glStencilTest( GLNEQUAL, i )
for Shortcut segment{vj , vk} ∈ Si do




ColorBuffer = ReadColorBuffer( )
for Unique colorc in ColorBufferdo
Remove segment whose color isc from S
end for
until S does not change
5.2 Step 2: Computing Compliant Shortcut Segments
Once we have drawn theε-Voronoi diagram on the stencil buffer, we can use it to find the set of compliant shortcut
segments. Recall that a compliant shortcut segment lies completely inside theε-Voronoi region of its chain.
For each chainCi ∈ M, we first set the stencil test to pass only if the stencil value at a pixel is not equal toi. We
then render all the shortcut segmentsSi for the chainCi with unique colors. This is done for all the chains. Note
that if the number of shortcut segments, say|S|, is greater than224 − 1, the algorithm given in Algorithm 5.1 would
have to be repeatedd |S|
224−1e times, as we assume an 8-bit per channel color buffer (RGB).
Once we have drawn all the shortcut segments inS with unique color for all the chains, we read the state of the
color buffer using theglReadPixels()call in OpenGL, and scan all the pixels. Based on the stencil test described
above, it follows that only the shortcut segmentsSi of chainCi that go outside theε-Voronoi region ofCi appear in
the color buffer. Therefore, if the color of a shortcut segment is present in the color buffer, we immediately know
that it is non-compliant because each shortcut segment is drawn with a unique color value. We remove the detected
non-compliant segments from our original setS. It is possible, however, that a non-compliant segment is occluded
by another segment (or a group of segments). In this case, we may wrongly conclude that it is compliant. We solve
this problem by repeating the process of segment elimination until the setS remains unchanged. For the maps tested,
we typically needed two such repetitions.
The pseudocode for the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5.1. Fig. 9 illustrates the algorithm by showing the
initial set of shortcut segments (solid lines) for all the chains, the compliant shortcut segments (dashed lines) and the
non-compliant ones (bold dotted lines).
5.3 Step 3: Removing remaining nonproximate shortcut segments
As observed in Section 4, there are cases (e.g. Fig. 5) where the previous phase cannot detect and remove all the
nonproximate shortcut segments. For each shortcut segmentvivj we maintain its maximum distance (∆ vivj)) to
the original chain. For each compliant segment, we compare this value with the corresponding tolerance parameter











Figure 9: Step 2: Set of compliant shortcut seg-
ments (dashed) and non-compliant shortcut seg-
ments (dotted).
5.4 Step 4: Computing Shortest Paths
The output of step 3 gives us a set of compliant, proximate segmentsSi for each chainCi ∈M. The next (and final)
step is to find a shortest path from the start to the end of each chain using the segments inSi. Let Gi = (Vi, Ei) be
an undirected graph. For each vertexvj ∈ Ci, add the nodenj to Vi. Similarly, for each shortcut segmentvjvk ∈ Si,
add the edge(nj , nk) to Ei.
Now we find the shortest path from the first node to the last node inGi. SinceGi is unweighted, this amounts
to doing a breadth-first search from the first node. We replace each node in the shortest path thus found with the
corresponding vertex of the chainCi. Since each edge in the graphGi corresponds to a compliant proximate shortcut
segment inSi, the corresponding sequence of vertices we get forms a valid simplificationC′i f the input chainCi.
Using a shortest path enables us to reduce the complexity of the simplification. Although this is optimal for the set
of valid shortcut segments, it may occasionally lead to self-intersections.
Fig. 11 shows the final simplification produced by the algorithm.
5.5 Point Constraints
There are many situations where maps contain point features whose sidedness (with respect to boundaries) we wish
to preserve. For example, a careless simplification of a map of Massachusetts could cause a feature corresponding
to the city of Boston to end up in the Atlantic Ocean! Such conditions can be expressed by specifying that certain
points must remain on the same side of certain boundaries as they were in the input. We call such constraintspoint
constraints. A simplification where no point constraints are violated is said torespectthe point constraints.
Our algorithm can be modified to compute simplifications that respect point constraints. Consider a point con-
straint(p, C), wherep is a point andC is the constrained chain. Then any simplificationC′ of C must havep on the
same side asC. The crucial fact is that a shortcut segment ofC can be classified as either violating the point con-
straint or respecting it, independently of the whole simplification or other shortcut segments. Thus, if every shortcut






Figure 10: Step 3: Set of compliant proximate





Figure 11: Step 4: Simplified chains (bold) and In-
put chains.
Recall that the algorithm starts by building a set of candidate shortcut segment edges. The point constraints can
be incorporated in our algorithm simply by culling out all shortcut segments that violate point constraints. Given
a shortcut segmentvsve, Algorithm 5.2 shows how to check ifvsve respects point constraint for pointp in time
O(|e− s + 1|).
Start with the shortcut segmentvsvs+1. Since it is part of the original chainC, it cannot violate the point constraint.
Then, the shortcut segmentvsvs+2 violates the point constraint if and only if the triangle formed by verticesvs, vs+1
andvs+2 containsp. Applying induction, the two cases follow:
• Triangle vsvs+i−1vs+i containsp =⇒ vsvs+i violates the point constraintp if and only if vsvs+i−1 respects
the point constraintp.
Algorithm 5.2 Check Point Constraint(Input ChainCi, Segmentvsve, Pointp)
Input: A ChainCi = {v1, . . . , vmi}, Segmentvsve and Constraintp
Output: ‘1’ if vsve respectsp, ‘0’ otherwise.
p(vsvs+1) = 1 /* Initially set p(·) to respect segmentvsvs+1 */
for i = 2 to (e− s) do { /* Iterate over all segments */}
if pointp contained in trianglevsvs+i−1vs+i then




































Figure 12: Checking for point constraints for segmentv1v10. Labels of edges indicate the value ofp(·).
• Triangle vsvs+i−1vs+i does not containp =⇒ vsvs+i violates the point constraintp if and only if vsvs+i−1
violates the point constraintp.
Therefore, we can find for each segmentvsvs+i whether it violates the point constraint or not incrementally. Per-
forming the test of whetherp is contained inside the triangle takes constant time, and therefore each segmentvsvs+i
can be checked in constant time, and the total time becomesO(|e − s + 1|). See Fig. 12 for an illustration. The
above algorithm can be extended to address multiple point constraints — a shortcut segment respects all the point
constraints if it respects the point constraint for each constraint point.
6 Interactive Visualization
The above algorithm can be used either as a stand-alone map simplification technique or as part of an interactive
system that simplifies maps in real-time based on the current viewpoint. However, for large maps that run into
hundreds of millions of vertices, the above approach is unsuitable, because it requires us to maintain the entire
map in memory at all times. In this section, we present an interactive out-of-core system for visualizing large
topographic maps. It uses prefetching and a level-of-detail data structure to manage large disk-resident maps and
handle simplification requests efficiently. The system uses two processes, one for rendering and the second one for
I/O management. Since the rendering pipeline and the I/O pipeline are independent of each other, both of these can
run in parallel.
In addition to performing geometric simplification, our system also makes use ofmanticlevel-of-detail in-
formation. In contrast to map generalization systems that study the problem of automatic region aggregation, we
assume that the semantic aggregation levels are provided to us in advance. The system works independently of the
techniques used for geometric simplification and aggregation, and thus is of independent interest.
6.1 Data Representation
6.1.1 Data Organization
Our input data consists of more than 50,000 maps from the TIGER [5] database, with a total of over 100 million
vertices. The database occupies more than 1 GB on disk. The maps are organized in a tree (theData Tr e) as shown
in Fig 13.
Each level of the data tree represents a different semantic level of detail (LOD). Maps at a lower level of the data
tree are at a higher level of detail. For example, Fig 14 shows the map of New Jersey at two different semantic levels
of detail, one at a county level and the second at a block level.
As part of preprocessing, we generate simplifications of each of the original maps. We refer to these simplifications
as geometric levels of detail (LOD) (Fig 13). In addition, we also compute bounding boxes for each node ofData
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Figure 13:Data Tree: Root node corresponds to USA, its children correspond to different states, grandchildren correspond to
counties and so on. The height of ourData Treeis 5. Each node is associated with a geometric level of detail. For example, the
root node has three geometric levels of detail; index 0 corresponds to the finest unsimplified map, index 2 corresponds to the
coarsest simplified map.
Algorithm 6.1 Traverse(node)
Input: Node ofData Tree
Output: Map at appropriate level of geometric and semantic detail.
if node’s bounding box is outside the view frustumthen
return
end if
if area of projection of node’s bounding box< thresholdthen
Of all mapsM [i] associated with the the nodeN ,
choose one with largesti such that
ε M [i] <ε /*whereε is the user-specified threshold. */
else




Tree. Each simplified mapM is associated with an error measureEM . At runtime, we project a ball of radiusEM
placed at the centroid of the map onto the screen. If the area of the projection (ε M ) is less than a user-specified
threshold, then the simplified map can be selected.
6.1.2 Data Tree Traversal
In order to render the maps, we begin traversing theData Treeat the root node (see Algorithm 6.1). We test if any
given node’s bounding box is outside the view frustum and in that case we stop traversing further. We then check if
the current node can be chosen as a semantic LOD based on whether the area of projection of its bounding box onto
the screen is less than a threshold. If the current node is chosen as the semantic LOD, then we choose the coarsest
map that satisfies the screen-space error constraint as the geometric level of detail. Otherwise, we recurse on each
of the node’s children.
At the end of the traversal of theData Tree, we have a set of maps that were chosen and need to be rendered. We
refer to this set of maps as thefront.
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Figure 14:Semantic LOD: This figure shows two different semantic levels of detail for New Jersey state (NJ). The figure on
the left shows New Jersey at a county level, the one on the right at a block level.
Figure 15:Parallel Processes: Our algorithm uses two processes, one for rendering and one for I/O. The figure shows the tasks
performed by each of the two processes in a given frame time.
6.1.3 Out-of-core representation
In order to traverse theData Treeand compute the front, our algorithm only needs theData Treeand the skeleton.
The skeleton includes the nodes and connectivity information like parent-child relationships, as well as additional
data structures including bounding boxes and error metrics associated with the simplified maps. It typically takes
only a small fraction of the overall data representation. This division of the model into in-core and out-of-core
representations ensures that the main memory overhead is almost equal to the size of the skeleton. The rendering
algorithm accepts a memory footprint size as input and we ensure that its memory usage cannot exceed this limit.
Moreover, we assume that the given memory footprint is large enough to hold the skeleton.
6.2 Out-of-Core Rendering
6.2.1 Parallel Rendering & I/O
Our algorithm uses two main processes: one forData Treetraversal and rendering (PR), and the second one for
I/O management and prefetching (PI). Both of them run in parallel and operate synchronously (see Fig 15).PR
traverses theData Treeand computes the front based on the current viewpoint andData Treeskeleton. OncePR
finishes the front computation, it sends a fetch command toPI . On receiving a fetch command,PI gets synchronized
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with PR and begins loading maps that belong to the front but are not in memory (Stage II). Different maps that
constitute the front can be rendered in any order. As a result,PR starts rendering the maps that are in memory and
does not wait till all the maps are loaded. The rendering and the loading of out-of-core maps proceeds in parallel.
If PR has rendered all the maps in memory, it has to wait till new maps are loaded. OncePI has fetched all the
maps that belong to the front but are not in memory, it spends time prefetching other maps that may be needed for
subsequent frames (Stage III & Stage I of next frame).
6.2.2 Prefetching
As the viewpoint moves, the front changes in many ways. These include different events.
• Semantic LOD Switching Events.
A map that was in the front may be replaced either by a map from a parent node or by a set of maps from a
child node in theData Tree. To avoid misses due to semantic LOD switches, for each map in the front, we
could prefetch maps from its ascendant and descendant nodes.
• Geometric LOD Switching Events.
A map that was in the front may be replaced by a coarser or finer map associated with the same node. We
could prefetch coarser and finer maps associated with the same node.
• Visibility Events.
A map that wasn’t (resp. was) in the front may appear (resp. disappear) because the corresponding node is
visible (resp. not visible). Typically in case of view frustum culling, these maps are outside the view frustum
but close to the edge of the view frustum. We can make the prefetching view frustum larger than the rendering
view frustum and avoid misses due to visibility events.
To handle large fronts, we assign priorities based on closeness to thresholds in a manner similar to the one de-
scribed in [36]. Given an upper bound on the size of main memory, we need a mechanism to remove or replace some
of the maps from the main memory. We use the replacement policy described in [36].
7 Performance Analysis
In this section we report the results of experiments testing the performance and quality of our system.
7.1 Map Simplification
To demonstrate the quality of simplification produced by our method, we ran the algorithm on three different maps.
The first map (called USA) is a map of the United States that contains the national and state boundaries. It has
261,460 vertices and 375 chains. Figs. 17,18 illustrate the output from our map simplification method, for varying
values of the tolerance parameterε.
The second map is a map of Asia that contains both national and some regional boundaries. It has 233,320 vertices
and 1,164 chains. Figs. 25,26 illustrate the different simplified levels.
The third map is a contour map of California, generated using land elevation data from the National Geophysical
Data Center [1]. The statistical software Splus [2] was used to generate the contour map. This map has 357,350
vertices and 18,515 chains. Fig. 19 shows the original map, and Figs. 20(a), 21(a) show zoomed-in regions of the
map, the corresponding simplified regions being shown in Figs. 20(b), 21(b). This map was simplified withε=0.002,
and the simplified map contains 73,605 vertices.
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7.2 Point Constraints
We demonstrate the manner in which our algorithm deals with point constraints with an example from the state of
Massachusetts. Fig. 22 displays a portion of the state boundary of Western Massachusetts with four coastal points
marked in white dots. In Fig. 23 we display the regions marked in circles more closely. Notice that in the original
map, two of the three points are on land, and one is on water. Fig. 24(a) illustrates the simplification obtained
using our point constraint algorithm. The sidedness of the points is preserved, even though there is significant
simplification. On the other hand, in Fig. 24(b) we see the resulting map when point constraints are not taken into
account: two of the three points have changed their side.
7.3 Interactivity Results
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(a) Prefetching Vs No Prefetching






















(b) Incore Vs Out-of-Core
Figure 16:Frame time: Plots in black & gray in the figure on the left compare the frame times for the out-of-core system
without prefetching (OOCNoPre), & out-of-core system with prefetching (OOCPre), respectively onMachine 1that has 128
MB of main memory. Plots in black & gray in the figure on the right compare the frame times forOOCPre& the in-core system
(Incore) respectively onMachine 2that has 16 GB of main memory. TheIncoresystem needed more than1 giga-byte of main
memory for rendering. TheOOCNoPreandOOCPresystems used a memory footprint of25 MB. We see that theOOCPre
system matches the performance of theIncoresystem.
We implemented our out-of-core rendering algorithm and tested it on two machines: an SGI workstation with two
195 MHZ R10000 MIPS processors, MXI graphics board, 128 MB of main memory (Machine 1) and an SGI Onyx
with multiple 500 MHZ R14000 MIPS processors, Infinite Reality3 graphics pipelines and 16 GB of main memory
(Machine 2). We performed tests onMachine 1in order to show that our out-of-core algorithms require a limited
memory footprint and onMachine 2to compare the performance of our out-of-core rendering algorithm with that of
an in-core rendering algorithm. Fig 16 show the frame time plots comparing three systems:
• Incore: The in-core system that loads the entireData Treeand all the maps in the main memory.
• OOCNoPre: Initially loads theData Treeskeleton and performs parallel rendering & I/O management without
any prefetching. It fetches data from the disk in Stage II, but is idle during Stages I & III (see Fig 15).
• OOCPre: Initially loads the skeleton and performs both parallel rendering & I/O management as well as
prefetching (OOCPre).
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The overall performance of theOOCNoPresystem matches with that of theOOCPresystem at many places in the
sample paths. However, the frame time plot ofOOCNoPresystem has several spikes, which typically correspond to
relatively large changes in the viewpoint resulting in drastic changes in the front. The maps in the new front may not
have been in the main memory and this can result in more misses, which increases the fetching time. The overall
rendering or frame time is not affected as long as the time to fetch maps that are not in memory is less than the time
to render maps that are in memory. This is the main benefit of performing rendering & I/O management in parallel.
However, a large number of misses can cause the fetching time to dominate the rendering time and this results in
spikes in the frame time plot. The memory usage is equal to the amount of data stored in main memory at any given
time.
Fig 16 compares the performance ofOOCPrewith OOCNoPreandIncore. They highlight the benefits of prefetch-
ing. We see that the frame time plot forOOCPredoes not have any spikes. Its frame rate does not have major
variations due to the I/O bottleneck. Moreover, the performance ofOOCPrematches that of the in-core system,
Incore. Also the memory usage ofOOCPredoes not exceed the memory footprint limit.
8 Discussion
In this paper, we describe an interactive system for visualizing large maps that has at its core a fast map simplification
algorithm. Our method is based on the exploitation of modern graphics hardware to perform key computations
efficiently, and is fast, flexible, and simple to implement.
One important issue that we fail to address in this paper is the problem of self-intersections. Although our tech-
niques will ensure that no two chains intersect, it is possible that in the process of simplifying, a chain might intersect
itself. Eliminating self-intersections while simultaneously attempting to minimize the length of the simplified chain
is a hard problem; a recent attempt to address this problem is the work of Mantler and Snoeyink [27], where they
definesafe setsas a way of guaranteeing that standard simplification algorithms will not create intersections. It is
possible that their techniques might be applicable to our method.
The paradigm of simulating general purpose computations on the graphics pipeline is a recent trend in graphics
and visualization [25, 15, 21, 31]. Especially in the domain of geometric computation, there is the hope of obtaining
fast algorithms for a variety of problems using techniques similar to those that we used. Some problems that seem
amenable to such methods are mesh simplification, medial axis computation, cartogram computation and others.
This is a direction that we plan to pursue actively in the future.
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(a) The original map: 261,460 vertices
(b) 9,718 vertices,ε =0.0002
Figure 17: Map of the United States at different levels of detail.
(a) 3,287 vertices,ε =0.0008
(b) 1,233 vertices,ε =0.004
Figure 18: Map of the United States at different levels of detail (cont.).
Figure 19: Contour Map of California: 357,350 vertices and 18,515 chains.
(a) Contours of the Sierra Nevada Range.
(b) Simplified contours of the Sierra Nevada Range.
Figure 20:
(a) Contours of the Cascade Range.
(b) Simplified contours of the Cascade Range.
Figure 21:








(a) Simplification produced by the algorithm when point constraints are




(b) Simplification produced when point constraints are not considered, Two
points have changed their side.
Figure 24: The use of point constraints.
(a) The original map: 233,320 vertices
(b) 49,445 vertices,ε =0.0002
Figure 25: Map of Asia at different levels of detail.
(a) 20,710 vertices,ε = 0.0008
(b) 6,744 vertices,ε = 0.004
Figure 26: Map of Asia at different levels of detail (cont.).
